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Sankar Das Sarma (Maryland, physicist):
• Can quantum error corrections be performed in the laboratory for many coupled qubits (are there materials
which will make the physical errors small enough to make this feasible)-- what are the mathematical
constraints on the materials properties necessary for this?
• How do errors scale with increasing number of qubits?
• What is the real error correction thresholds in real materials where the errors are not uncorrelated?
• Can materials science be perfected to create an "easy" Fibonacci topological quantum computer where dense
topological quantum computing would become possible? What are the minimal mathematical
requirements?
• How best to combine ordinary and anyon-based topological quantum computing so that the advantage of
robust quantum memory can be seamlessly combined with the advantage of simple gate operations?
• What are the best ways of carrying out topological gate operations in real materials using Majorana zero
modes? (There are many competing proposals right now, none seems to work at this point as you know well.)
• What is the trade off between the number of qubits versus the number of gate operations in quantum
computers made of real materials to solve real problems? A TQC may have very little error, but it may require
far too many operations to be useful. A circuit based QC may have limited number of gate operations, but may
necessitate exponentially large number of qubits!
• Topological qubit versus topological code using regular qubits-- is there a specific advantage in one versus the
other in real materials or is it simply a trade off between number of qubits (in the topological code) versus
the difficulties in making a qubit (in the topological qubit)-- can some precise mathematical statement be
made here?

Steve Girvin (Yale, physicist):
• Can we using electronic structure calculation methods to discover new
optical defect centers with better properties as qubits? This type of
theoretical modeling is just getting underway.
Talks: Cances, Muller, Economou
• What defects are the source of dissipation and dephasing in the various
solid-state qubits (superconducting, NV centers, etc.)
• There is growing interesting optomechanics and quantum acoustics for
quantum information storage and processing. What types of defects limit
the quality factors of mechanical resonances?
• What is the optimal encoding for transmission of bosonic information
through an amplitude damping channel? If it is GKP, what is the optimal
decoding transformation?
• What is the quantum channel capacity for the Gaussian thermal channel?
What is the optimal code for this channel? What is the optimal decoder?

Can Mathematicians Help?

For his contributions to the theory of the atomic nucleus
and the elementary particles, particularly through the discovery
and application of fundamental symmetry principles

Classical computation:
Babbage, Turing, Shannon, von Neumann,…
Quantum computation:
???

How?
• Software and design: easy
• Hardware or materials: hard
ideal for mathematicians: solve equations with given initial conditions
more realistic: collaboration with physicists and engineers for
simulation, growth, characterization, fabrication of qubit materials
and qubit measurement.
Fortunately, this is the perfect time to do so as there are not yet winners
of any particular kinds of qubits---maybe mathematicians can help to decide.
• More abstractly:
Study effective theory of quantum materials,
e.g. topological quantum field theories or modular tensor categories for
topological phases of matter, and classify them.

Why Quantum Computing?

More than 4000 years between Abacus and modern chip, but same
principles and information unit---the Bits.
Quantum building blocks fundamentally different—the Qubits.
An instrument like telescope and microscope for the quantum world, and
the potential to change classical logic---how to prove mathematical
theorems, and convict criminals in a quantum justice system.
A quantum age: quantum control and engineering
Talk: Troyer
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1959, Feynman: there is plenty of room at the bottom
…
1994 Shor’s algorithm
1996 Shor, Steane error correction
…
build a raw quantum device (no error correction) with any kinds of
physical qubits to do some useful quantum computing, e.g. quantum games
for education. Talks: coherent Ising machine (Yamamoto), quantum
annealing (Nishimori). Need both software and hardware to find
something useful to do. Talks: quantum chemistry (Chan and Reiher)
…
Quantum supremacy
…
Scalable universal quantum computer

Where Are We? Analog vs Digital
• 1843 Ada on Babbage’s analytical engine
• 1847 Boolean logic
• 1890 Census by punch-card machines by H. Hollerith
• 1931 Vannevar Bush devise differential analyzer.
• 1935 Tommy Flowers use vacuum tubes as switches
• 1937 Turing, Shannon, …
•…
• 1939 Turing arrives at Pletchley park
•…
• 1944 von Neumann works on ENIAC
The innovators, W.
•…
Isaacson

What is Next?
• Strongly correlated materials:
Explore the wide region of Hilbert spaces
• Simulation, fabrication of semi-conductor and superconductor
interface:

• Error correction especially adversary noise:
beyond uncorrelated unrealistic error models,
materials and device specific error models, protection and correction

All About Errors: Nature Abhors Conformity
• Nature idealized to quantum:
Contradictory requirements--superposition needs isolation and
entanglement needs coupling.
• Errors:
noise for Hamiltonian (gates),
quantum state decoherence--leakage of information to environment

Mitigate Errors
• Error protection (topological or chemical)
• Error correction
• Many layers of error modeling: error model of each specific qubit
materialization---errors in effective theory, errors in materials and
errors in experiments. Talks: Dot qubit (Coppersmith, Barnes, Muller)
• Lessons from topological quantum computing (TQC): why TQC with
fractional quantum Hall liquids are not working yet---theory, thermal
anyon, random potential. Talks: Lutchyn, Bauer, Kawahigashi

Topological Protection
• Topology is conceived of as the part of geometry which survives
deformation.

• But, equally, topology is the part of quantum physics which is robust to
deformation (error).

TQC (topological) vs tQC (traditional)
• Theoretically ground states of topological phases of matter (where
information stored) form error correction codes
• No fully controlled topological qubits yet
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